Business convention for Additive Manufacturing, Rapid Prototyping and Products Development

7 - 8 October 2020

Espace Tête d’Or – Lyon, France

FREE INVITATION

Your registration is absolutely free and includes:
1 – Complete organization of business appointments with the companies you wish to meet
2 – Participation in the Congress, 3 conferences of your choice per day
3 – The APS MEETINGS 2020 technical catalogue which regroups detailed profiles of companies attending the business convention

Plus:
4 – Your accommodation: Room (Within the constraints of the available accommodation) and breakfast for the nights of the 6th and/or 7th October 2020.
5 – Your lunches on 7 - 8 October (business seated lunches), the cocktail on the 7th evening as well as the access to permanent coffee breaks.

ORGANISED BY

Please send this document to: aps@advbe.com
## Company presentation

**Company:** 

**Address:**  

**Post code:**  

**City:**  

**Country:**  

**Phone:**  

**Fax:**  

**E-mail:**  

**Web site:**  

**Date of establishment:**  

**Group of companies (If applicable):**  

**Are you a member of a cluster of association? If yes, which one:**  

### Turnover (In million Euros):
- $< 100$ K€
- $100$ K€ - $750$ K€
- $750$ K€ - $2$ M€
- $2$ M€ - $10$ M€
- $10$ M€ - $50$ M€
- $50$ M€ - $150$ M€
- $150$ M€ - $750$ M€
- $> 750$ M€

### # PARTICIPANT 1

**First Name, Name:**  

**Job title:**  

**Service:**  

**Skills level on the technology:**  

**Direct Line:**  

**E-mail:**  

**Mobile (for administration only):**  

### # PARTICIPANT 2

**First Name, Name:**  

**Job title:**  

**Service:**  

**Skills level on the technology:**  

**Direct Line:**  

**E-mail:**  

**Mobile (for administration only):**  

### # PARTICIPANT 3

**First Name, Name:**  

**Job title:**  

**Service:**  

**Skills level on the technology:**  

**Direct Line:**  

**E-mail:**  

**Mobile (for administration only):**  

### # PARTICIPANT 4

**First Name, Name:**  

**Job title:**  

**Service:**  

**Skills level on the technology:**  

**Direct Line:**  

**E-mail:**  

**Mobile (for administration only):**
Activity (ies)

Main activity

Secondary activity (ies)

Application sectors

- Aeronautical
- Home furnishing
- Architecture
- Defence
- Automotive
- Consumer Goods
- Chemistry
- Rail Manufacturing
- Shipbuilding
- Electric / Electronic
- Household Electrical
- Packaging
- Industrial Equipment
- Luxury Goods
- Mechanical
- Medical Devices
- Engine
- Nuclear
- Tools
- Robotics
- Spatial
- Other(s) / Precision(s):

Reasons(s) for participating

- Searching for new suppliers
- Process research or adaptation
- Searching for equipment
- Product development
- Technological watch
- Discovering additive manufacturing
- Others:

Applications and projects
What kind of part(s) are you looking for:

- Plastic
- Metallic
- Composite
- Ceramic
- Nylon
- Rubber
- Paper
- Sand
- Glass
- Resin
- Other(s):

- Electronic
- Mechanical
- Mechanical assemblies and/or subassemblies
- Electronic assemblies and/or subassemblies
- Electromechanical assemblies and/or subassemblies
- Complex shapes

Details:

Types of processes

- SLS (Selective Laser Sintering)
- FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling)
- LOM (Laminated Object Manufacturing)
- FTI (Film Transfer Imaging)
- Other:

- SLM (Selective Laser Melting)
- SLA (Stereolithography Apparatus)
- MJM (Multi Jet Modeling)
- EBM (Electron Beam Melting)

Studies and developments

- Developing / 3D Modelling
- Calculations, Sizing
- Design
- Eco-Design
- Expert knowledge

- Software
- Virtual prototyping
- Simulation
- Other (specify):

Equipment

- Machines
  - SLS (Selective Laser Sintering)
  - FDM (Fused Deposition Modeling)
  - LOM (Laminated Object Manufacturing)
  - FTI (Film Transfer Imaging)
  - Other:

  - SLM (Selective Laser Melting)
  - SLA (Stereolithography Apparatus)
  - MJM (Multi Jet Modeling)
  - EBM (Electron Beam Melting)

- Machining centres

- 3D Scanners
Others / Details:

Accessories / Peripheral equipment:

Raw Materials

- Powders
- Resins
- Details:
- Other:

Additive Manufacturing

- Functional parts
- Tools
- Other:

Rapid Prototyping

Types of prototypes:
- Appearance prototype
- Functional Prototype
- Industrialisation Prototype
- Specify your needs:

- Finishes:

Design and manufacturing of rapid tooling and/or Moulds:

Specify your needs:

Production

- Pre series (specify):
- Small series (specify):
- Medium series (specify):
- Other:

Specify your needs:
Laboratory services

- Mechanical tests (Specify):
- Metrology (Specify):
- Metallurgical health analysis (Specify):

Required certifications and approvals:

I register to APS Meetings 2020 and undertake to delegate a replacement in case of temporary unavailability.

Your registration is absolutely free and includes:

1. Complete organization of business appointments with the companies you wish to meet
2. Participation in the Congress, 3 conferences of your choice per day
3. The APS MEETINGS 2020 technical catalogue which regroups detailed profiles of companies attending the business convention

Plus:

4. Your accommodation: Room (Within the constraints of the available accommodation) and breakfast for the nights of the 6th and/or 7th October 2020
5. Your lunches on October 7 - 8 (business seated lunches), the cocktail on the 7th evening as well as the access to permanent coffee breaks

6. PRIVACY AND SECURITY POLICY

I do accept the policy of privacy & confidentiality and management of personal information.

Name of the signatory: 

Please staple your business card

Done in: ................................ On: .............................................

Signature: